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All qustions are compusory.
 18  5 

Please make sure that the printed pages in this question paper are 5 in number and it contains 18

questions.


The Code No. on the right side of the question paper should be written by the candidate on the front

page of the answer book.

  
Before beginning to answer a question its Serial Number must be written.

  
Don't leave blank page/pages in your answer book.

    
Except answer book, no extra sheet will be given. Write to the point and do not strike the written answer.


Candidate must write their Roll Number on the question paper.


Please make sure to check that the question paper is completely correct 
before writing the answers to the questions. No claim in this connection will be entertained between

examinations.


Question No. 1 & 2  are objective type  and carry 1 equal marks.

 93 
Question No 3 to 9 are based on Very short answer and carry 2 marks each.

   1310 
Question No 10 to 13 are  based long answer type and carry 5 marks each .

 1614 
Question No 28 to 30  are based on Long answer, Unseen Passage, and fill in the blanks and carry 8

marks each.

 18 17 
Question No 17 to 18 are  carry 3 marks each.
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2x1=2   3. 
2x1=2  4. 
2x1=2  5. 
2x1=2  6. 
2x1=2  7. 
2x1=2  8. 
2x1=2  9. 

5x1=5  10. 








5x1=5   11. 
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5x1=5   12. 




5x1=5   13. 





8x1=8    14. 

   

2x4=8  15. 
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1x8=8  16. 
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1x3=3   17. 




3x1=3  18. 
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